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Review IssueTaking Out the TrashPicture your cluttered workbench. There are likely objects old and expired, space-
consuming, or even utterly useless. Removing or recycling the clutter would probably be
the easiest route to a productive and efficient workspace. Along the same lines, the last
two decades of Cell have revealed that biological systems are no hoarders. Contrary to
the central dogma’s one-way emphasis on the biology of synthesis are the various systems
in place that remove, recycle, and even refurbish. For many years, the work of the cell’s
trash collectors and recyclers remained unheralded. We now, however, appreciate not
only the craftsman-like care with which these processes shape the manufacturing output
of the central dogma, but also their essential role in maintaining cellular homeostasis and
organismal vitality.
Accomplishing these feats requires a sophisticated workflow at the subcellular level.
In their Review, Andrew Dillin, Suzanne Wolff, and Jonathan Weissman (page 52)
provide an overview of the steps in this process, starting from how constant surveillance
of the proteome is implanted in multiple subcellular organelles, thereby ensuring quality
control, and outlining the roles of chaperones in restoring order once a malfunction is
detected. When the rescue mission fails, the damaged proteins get tagged for disposal
and are eventually broken down to provide raw materials for a new round of molecular
synthesis. Going from protein degradation to the elimination of organelles and whole-
cell recycling entails different layers of organization. To reveal the perspective of dying cells
and their impact to the organism, Douglas Green and Beth Levine (Review, page 65) diveinto the delicate regulation of various modes of cells’ suicidal behaviors, including autophagy, apoptosis, and necrosis. When these
clean-up programs go awry, there are impacts on cell fate determination and other pathological consequences.Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 51
